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A theory of electromagnetic and weak interactions based on the O(4) gauge group is formulated along

the general program put forward recently by Pais. In our scheme the hadron symmetry SU(3) X SU(3)'
is incorporated in such a way that the model has a (kinematical) EI = 1/2 rule for nonleptonic weak

decays. The lepton assignment may be made to produce CP-violation effects which are more
"convergent" without enlarging the gauge group. There is no lower bound to the masses of the
intermediate vector bosons, while the upper limit for one of the charged W's is only 18 GeV. The
elastic reaction cross sections o.(v, e) and o.(v, e) are about 1.4 times the usual V —A values. Other

physical features of this model are also discussed in some detail.

I. INTRODUCTION

Following the pioneering works of Weinberg and
Salam, a number of renormalizable theories of
of weak and electromagnetic interactions have
been constructed in the framework of spontaneous-
ly broken gauge symmetries. ' ' Looking over the
totality of the physically viable models proposed
so far, we may broadly distinguish the following
two classes: (i) Most of the existing models are
based on the gauge group SU(2) xU(1). They differ
from each other in their lepton and hadron multi-
plet assignments. [In this class we include those
theories based on larger groups but in which some
of the intermediate vector bosons are endowed
with superheavy masses so that the group is effec-
tively reduced, in the first approximation, down
to the subgroup SU(2) xU(1) (Ref. 4); we also include
here the Georgi-Glashow model'which is based on
SO(3) or SU(2)—namely it may be viewed as an
SU(2) xU(1) model with all multiplets transforming
trivially under the U(1) group. ] (ii) Recently Pais
has advocated the exploration of a class of theo-

ries based on the gauge groups O(4) x 9." [They
include SU(2) xSU(2), O(4) x U(1), O(4) xO(4), etc.]
The central idea, as proposed first by Segre,"is
that tsoo sets of charged intermediate vector bosons
of cornpa~able masses are made to mediate sepa-
rately the ~S =0 and ~S =1 weak decays. This also
opens up the possibility of giving neutral leptons
maximal C&-violating phases and yet, Pais shows,
the effects on physical processes will be super-
weak. In this paper we shall present a model built
around this central conception but based on a strict
O(4) gauge group, namely the group SU(2) xSU(2)
plus R, "parity" of the group O(4). (The releva. 'nce

of this R symmetry will be discussed in Sec. II.)
Compared with the O(4) theory of Refs. 8 and 9, it
involves different lepton and hadron multiplet as-
signments: A larger number of neutral particles
are needed here but all multiplets in this theory
are R-symmetric.

Another motivation for our model originates from
questions concerning hadron structures. The at-
tractive simple picture of all hadrons made out of
three fractionally charged 6', R, and A. quarks may
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prove to be inadequate on a number of accounts.
In this connection we have in mind the w'-2y rate
problem, "and the question of allowing quarks in
a relative S-wave state for the 56-piet of static
SU(6). There are also some suggestions that deep-
inelastic electroproduction experiments may be
better described by picturing protons as composed
of three "valence" quarks in an SU(3) singlet

Gauge theories shed new lights on these
questions since quarks are assumed to be the
fundamental hadron fields appearing in the renor-
malizable Lagrangians. On the simplest level,
certain models can fit only with integrally charged
quarks and the requirement of sufficiently sup-
pressing the AS = 1 neutral-current events also
demands the existence of extra quark fields. "
Again among the proposed quark schemes we can
broadly distinguish the following two classes:
(i) The first may be labeled as "one-triplet"
theories where there is only one SU(3) triplet and
the rest of the quarks are assumed to be singlets.
A notable model in this class is the one with eight
integrally charged quarks as discussed in Refs. 2,
3, 6, 8, 9, 13, and 14. It has been shown that
gauge theories with such quarks may embody the
aI = —,

' rule for nonleptonic decays. This emerges
via the assumed dominance of scalar Higgs ex-
changes over vector exchanges in the SO(3) mod-
el~'4; and via purely neutral-vector-meson ex-
changes in the O(4) x9 models. "With such in-
tegrally charged one-triplet quarks (the fraction-
ally charged one-triplet model runs into trouble
with the v'-2y rate, among others) one must then
face the problem of "embedding" these quarks in
some higher-hadron-symmetry group and see how

such a hadron picture, being necessarily uncon-
ventional, may be made compatible with the known

phenomenology. Some of these questions have
already been discussed in Refs. 14 and 9." (ii) On

the other hand, it is well known that the three-
triplet models based on SU(3) xSU(3)' have en-
joyed general phenomenological successes. " This
motivates us to incorporate instead such quarks
as fundamental hadrons in an O(4) gauge theory of
electromagnetic and weak interactions. " However,
we shall demonstrate that with the nine integrally
charged quarks of Han and Nambu" this is not pos-
sible. Nevertheless, the slight modification of
our hadron picture by an addition of two SU(3)
xSU(3)' singlets overcomes all the difficulties
and it also leads naturally to a gauge model that
has a kinematical M= —,

' rule for nonleptonic de-
cays. "" All this will be discussed in Sec. III.
It suffices to note here that the M = —,

' rule may be
incorporated in a particularly simple manner if
the basic O(4) strategy is followed. Here with the
(AS =0) and (AS =1) currents, P y(l+y, )X, +y„(I

+ y, )X, being coupled to separate intermediate vector
bosons, there will be no need for an elaborate
cancellation scheme of the unwanted M =

~ piece
which inevitably appears in any theory with only
one set of charged intermediate bosons. "

As it turns out the two motivations stated above
[the O(4) gauge group and SU(3) xSU(3)' hadron
symmetry] are compatible with each other; the
alteration in the lepton section necessitated by the
incorporation of SU(3) xSU(3)' quarks in the had-
ronic sector is just the one that allows us to as-
sign all particles into R-symmetric representa-
tions of O(4). In particular all fermions (both
left- and right-handed ones) will be assigned to
the (-,', —,') quartets and (0, 0) singlets. In connec-
tion with this R invariance, we mention here a
related feature of the CP-violation effects in this
type of models. In the particular scheme of CP
violation as discussed by Pais, the principal ef-
fects (i.e., the imaginary off-diagonal elements of
the K'K' mass matrix) come about through the
higher-order mixing of the two afore-mentioned
intermediate vector bosons. In Ref. 9 a detailed
argument has been given to show that divergences
(before renormalization) involved in such higher-
order diagrams are reduced in a R-symmetric
theory. The divergence is in general quadratic in
SU(2) x SU(2) and at most logarithmic in O(4) mod-
els. Lepton assignments and this CP problem are
discussed in Sec. IV.

Like a number of existing theories this model is
free of anomalies. With respect to ordinary
hadrons it has no strangeness-changing neutral
current and amplitudes for XA.- p,

'
p. via box dia-

grams are also sufficiently suppressed. Similarly
higher-order AS = 2 amplitudes are not of a mag-
nitude that will contradict experimental facts.
As in the O(4) x U(1) model of Ref. 9, the hadronic
neutral current being "charmed" the reaction
(v+p-v+ ordinary hadrons) is suppressed; having
no (ee) term in the leptonic neutral current, the
v„e-v„eprocess is forbidden in the lowest order;
the cross sections for v,e- v,e and v,e- v,e are
fixed at values about 1.4 times those in the stan-
dard V-A theory.

One notable feature of the present model is that
it sets no lower bound on the masses of the inter-
mediate bosons, and their upper limits are 18 and
37 GeV for the two charged 8"s and 41 GeV for
the neutral vector boson. '

Summarizing, we present a model that brings
together the strategy of Refs. 8, 9, and 9awith a
hadron symmetry group SU(3) x SU(3)'. Our scheme
is based on a strict O(4) gauge symmetry (i.e.,
with R-reflection invariance) and it implies a con-
ventional hadron picture of baryons being bound
states with the triplet "valence" quarks superim-
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posed on a "sea" which behaves like a SU(3) sin-
glet. (This singlet "sea" is needed, as in Refs. 8,
9, and 14, to implement the kinematical b,I = —,

'

rule. ) The price paid for doing this is the intro-
duction of a small number of additional neutral
particles. The relatively low value for the upper
bound of one of the charged W's and the prediction
for c(v,e) and o(v,e) means that it may be possible
to test such a model with the existing experimental
facilities. While a negative result in the search
for intermediate bosons of mass up to 18 GeV will
surely destroy this scheme, a discovery of a low-
mass charged 8" together with a measurement
of o(v, e) or (v, e) with results in the neighborhood
of 1.4 times those of the P-A theory should be
considered as encountering a signature character-
istic of the present model.

II. THE O(4) FORMALISM

[n; ~, ]=i&;pans

[4 4]='e,a4

[ni &,1=o.

The gauge-covariant derivative is then

(2.1)

D„=Bq —ig,B„g+g,C„~p,

where B& and C„arethe six vector gauge fields.
We shall also demand that the symmetric Lagran-
gian be invariant under the transformation
R: g—g, B„—C„,namely the reflection operator
of O(4). This discrete symmetry requires that
(i) g, =g, =g and (ii) all particles must belong to
B-symmetric representations: (0, 0), (—,', —,'),
(1,0) +(0, 1), etc. It is important to note that if
(ii) is not satisfied and the interactions are only
SU(2) x SU(2)-invariant then there is no way to
maintain the equality in (i) (not even in the approx-
imate sense). It comes about because higher-
order divergences will require g, 4g, counter-
terms. In other words, renormalizibility requires
that we have all terms consistent with the symme-
try group of the Lagrangian. The present model
is based on a strict O(4) [i.e. , B-symmetric
SU(2) xSU(2)] gauge group and its physical conse-
quences depends crucially on this feature. For
example, our prediction for definite values of
upper bounds for W masses and of o(v, e) and

o(v,e) will be lost in an approximate O(4) theory
Anticipating that the gauge symmetry will be

broken spontaneously and five of the vector parti-
cles will become massive through the Higgs mech-

The group O(4) being isomorphic to SU(2) x SU(2),
its six generators may be represented conveniently
by q,. and g, (i =1, 2, 3) satisfying the commutation
relations

where

1+~ W'„(q,+P, ) +H.c. (2.2)

e=gl~2, Q=n. +r, ,

01 t2 &

Z =~a-~v
M2

Wp= 2[Bq —C~ —i(Bq —Cq)],

W'„=,' [B'„+C'„—-i(B'„+C'„)] .

We note that under R reflection g „',Z„areodd
and W„',A„areeven. All fermions will be assigned
to the (-,', —,') quartets [or to the trivial (0, 0) sin-
glets]

1) 29 (2.3)

With respect to their (q„g,) eigenvalues (recall
Q = q, + g, ) they are"

f ' =f(2, 2),

f, = [f( z, 2) -f-(l, -k)]l~2,
f.=[f( l, l)+f(l, -l)]lv-2,

2p 2

Clearly under H, f, is odd and f ',f, are even. The
O(4)-invariant coupling term of f to the gauge
field is

-igfr" (B„.q+C„~F)f =A"j„'m+&"j'„"

with

j„'= &e(f&r„fg+f,r„f-,),(o) ~

j'„"=-ie(f'r„f,+f,r„f),
j '„"= -ie(f 'r „f,+f.r„f) .

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

We shall need Higgs scalars transforming as
(2, —,') and (1,0) +(0, 1) representations. I.et H be
the (—,', —,') scalars, "T be (1, 0), and R be (0, 1).
In the symmetric limit the Lagrangian is invariant
under R reflection so only the combination

X=T q+R ~ g (2.V)

will appear. The self-interaction among the
scalars P(H, X) is assumed to be of such a natu~~

that desired scalar fields will develop vacuum

anism we reexpress the above covariant deriva-
tives in terms the normal modes, namely, the
gauge fields with respect to which the zeroth-order
mass matrix will be diagonal:

I

D„=s„-ieA„Q+Z„(q,—g, )+ W'„(q, —g, )q2 P
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2'+) =2e'(W'0 Ws +W2" W~)(T~ -812 P jf P (2.12)

Thus in order to have 8"„and5'„asnormal modes
we must demand Zf,', =0, which can be achieved by
having P = T and by having H, be relatively real
with respect to H, [Clear. ly if we have more than
one scalar (—,', —,') we only demand the sum of their
contribution to 2',,~ to be zero. "] The resulting
Eeroth-order masses Mp 1, for Z, S", and $V',

respectively, can be read off directly from
g« „».%'e note that as a Eeroth-order mass
inequality

M,' & M, '+M, '. (2.13)

III. THE HADRON SECTOR AND THE AI= 2 RULE

As fundamental hadrons we shall use the Han-
Nambu three-triplet quarks. "" The nine quarks
transform as members of the (3, 3) representation
of the global symmetry group SU(3}x SU(3)'. For
a given subscript i (=1, 2, 3) the three guarks
6'„X,, and A, form a triplet under the ordinary
SU(3) with the usual quark isospin and hypercharge
assignments. On the otherhand 6'„6'„and6',
are members of an SU(3)' triplet with F'(6', }
= Y'(6', ) =-,' and F'(6', )= --', , similarly for (R,) and
fA. ,). The charge formula is modified to be Q = T,
+-,'7+ F'. Consequently the quarks are integrally
charged with

q(6'„6',) = —q(3I„~,) =1

Q( „63IJIX„A.,) = 0 .

As usual the known hadrons are assumed to be
singlet under SU(3)' (hence for these states the
charge formula is automatically reduced to the
normal Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation).

Given such a hadron structure, the O(4) gauge
theory of electromagnetic and weak interactions
of hadrons we construct must satisfy the following

expectation values. This breaks the original O(4)
symmetry down to a U(1) group and leaves only
A„asthe massless photon field. For this we
require only the neutral members to develop
nonzero vacuum expectation values, denoting them
by H„H,[from (—,', —,') in a notation similar to that
of (2.3)] and T, 8 [from (1,0) and (0, 1), respec-
tively]. Consequently

) D„H(' and
) D„X('contain

the following terms:

(2.8)

g„=- 2e'( W'„'}(H,' +T' +R'), (2 9)

2„=-2e'(W'„)'(H,'+ T'+ ff'), (2.10)

2,'=2e'(W'~ W' —W't W' }(HtH —HtH ) (2.11}

basic criteria:
(i) It must contain in its SU(3)' singlet sector

the correct ~S=0 and ~$ = 1 currents associated
separately with the 2 sets of charged intermediate
bosons W', 5":

P'~- g @3'.) ' ~ ~

and

J'~- Q (6', z, )~+ ~ ~ ~,

where the shorthand notation (O',.X,.)~ means
Tt'&y„[(1+y, )/2]&, and ~ ~ ~ stands for SU(3)' non-
singlet pieces.

(ii) Furthermore one very important physical
constraint which the model must satisfy is the
severe suppression of strangness-changing neutral
currents. This implies that we cannot tolerate
any (X,K, ) terms in our currents even for i ej.
Namely, it will not be reasonable to expect that
SU(3)' is such an exact symmetry as to provide
the needed 10 ', or better, suppression factor.
In practice, this means that no A., 's may be put
into the same multiplet with any of the &, 's.

(iii) There being two pairs of oppositely charged
particles t1 t2 and X„A,, the desire to have an
g-invariant theory leads us naturally to explore
first the assignment [with respect to the O(4)
gauge group] of two (—,', —,') quartets and one (0, 0)
singlet.

For the left-handed quarks, we can try to satisfy
(i}-(iii) by the assignment [in the notation of (2.3)]
of two quartets:

(6'„3I„X„34),and (6'„z„x„x,), ; (3 1)

one singlet= 6'». However, it is not hard to check
that none of the currents resulting from the above
multiplets can produce in the lowest order an
effective interaction for nonleptonic decay which
is LS= I and SU(3}' singlet. Moreover, there is
no way to make an acceptable [in the sense of
(i)-(iii)] assignment for the right-handed guarks
altogether.

This first resounding failure teaches us that a
sensible formulation of O(4} gauge theory combined
with SU(3) x SU(3)' as the hadron group will need
more than the usual three-triplet quarks. The
question is whether one can accomplish this with
a minimal modification of our hadronic picture.
We shall demonstrate in the following that an
addition of two SU(3}xSU(3}'singlets, call them
z and s, will not only solve all the above-mentioned
difficulties but will naturally lead us to a kinemat-
ical M= —,

' rule for nonleptonic decays. Thus the
picture of hadron structure we have in mind is the
following one: The usual Han-Nambu 3-triplets
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qf = [(P„31,(o.), r(P), 51,]i,
q', = [6'„s(p),X,(o), X,], ,

q, = [6'„5t„r,51,]

q2 —[82q Si kll 3]s I

where

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

3I, (o) =5I, cos o. +51, sino. ,

X,(n) = X, cosa+A, sino, ,

r(p) = r cos p+ s sin p,

s(p) = s cos p —r sinp .
The remaining (neutral) debris are put into (0, 0)
singlets:

(3.6)

Before going into detailed discussion of the inter-
actions implied by such an assignment we note
that in principle we could have let (P, and 6', mix
in Q, and Q, and y and s mix in Qy and Q~» but
as it turns out no significantly different physical
effects (at this early unsophisticated state of the
model) will result from such mixings. Conse-
quently for simplicity we leave them unmixed. On
the other hand at n =0 M, takes on its maximal
value of 18 GeV and the lowest-order nonleptonic
AS=1 and SU(3)' singlet transition will be for-
bidden in this limit. A nonvanishing value for P
is needed in order that gS=2 effects (for example
the K,K, mass difference) will result from an
exchange of two intermediate bosons.

Given (3.2)-(3.5) we have the following hadronic
weak currents:

P""= —ie([(p,3I,(n) +X,(n)5I, p+, t(ps) + s(p)&,]i
+[tP,5I, +%,51, +(P,s+ sZ, ]g

= -ie
3 Q (O',.Si, )i+SU(3)' nonsinglets,

COSA

j= I
(3.7)

J 'h = -ie([6',X,(o) + X,(a)X, + 6',r(p) +r(p)3I, ]i
+ [(P,A., +X,A.~ + tP,r +A%3]sf

cosa=-ie
3 p (tP,.a,.)i+SU(3)' nonsinglets,

j= 1

(3.8)

will act as "valence" quarks in a "sea'* which
contains y and s and which transforms as singlet
under SU(3) and SU(3)'. So for all practical pur-
poses when we come to think of hadron symmetries
these extra modifications may be completely ig-
nored.

We now present our model: The (-,', —,') quartets
are

P'"= ie-([5'i, (n)r(P) +X,(a)s(P)]i

+[X,r +X,s]s+H. c.). (3.9)
'

It is then straightforward to verify that in the
lowest order only through the exchange of neutral
intermediate boson Z can we get an ~S=1 and
SU(3)' singlet effective interaction for the non-
leptonic decays:

IV. THE LEPTON SECTOR

The hadron assignment in Sec. III implies that
for the left-handed (-,', —,') leptons three neutral
members (one of them being the neutrino) will
be needed in order to preserve universality. This
extra heavy lepton allows us to place the right-
handed leptons in (—,', —,') quartets as well. In other
ways we are left ample freedom as to the choices
of relative phases a.mong the neutral leptons (and
also the mixing angles in right-handed multiplets. )

In the following we shall present one assignment
where (—,', —,')~'s are the same as the final choice
made by Pais in his O(4) x'U(1) model. (Basically
it mas guided by the requirement that absolute
values of the amplitudes for p. decay and X and X

P decays should be in the ratio of 1:cos0~: sinoc,
and by maximal p. -e universality, which has bear-
ings on CP-violation parameters. ) However, we
replace everywhere the neutrinos by

v, (n) =-,'[v2 cosn v, +(9 —2cos'o)'i'x, ),
(4.1)

v„(n)=——,'[v2 cosn v„+(9—2 cos'o)'i'y, ],
where x, and y, are the extra neutral heavy lep-
tons. As for (-,', —,')„,we have made such a choice
that the mixing problem among the neutral leptons
mill be minimized. Clearly since right-handed

Z~,=,=,
~ r (Dl,. x, ),[sbl) (to] H. c.

0 j=l

(3.10)

where a Fierz transformation has been made. This
interaction has octet transformation properties
(hence AI=&) since r and s, being SU(3)xSU(3)'
singlets, are obviously SU(3) singlets as well. As
we have already remarked upon in the Introduction,
such a simple mechanism for the AI=-,' rule is
directly related to the central feature of the model:
The g $ = 1 and g$ = 0 transitions are mediated
separately by two sets of charged intermediate
vector bosons. "

From (3.7)-(3.9) it is clear that our 5I, can turn
into a I j via r or s by emitting W' and 5" when
i = 3 and two Z's when i = 1, 2. Thus the SU(3)'-
singlet parts of the LS=2 transitions XjAj- X,X,
have amplitudes of the order of (sin'2P)G„n[m(s)
—m(r))'/Mv', which is physically quite acceptable. "
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couplings will always involve heavy leptons any
particular choice made here will not affect the
phenomenological predictions that concern only
known leptons. Our assignment is a,s follows
[again in the notation of (2.3)]:

g + ~l +2 + 1 2E = x, ~22, «
~22p e

+ JX +12 3'i X2
y ~

(4.2)

x, + v, (n} ~x, —v.(n)
~2 (

y, +v,(n} y, —v„(n)
~2 ~ }1

where « is a phase factor «=exp(ivj4}. x,(n)
and y, (n)~, which are orthogonal to v, (n)l and

v„(n)z,, respectively, are the (0, 0) singlets. The
leptonic weak currents are [see Eg. (2.4}-(2.5)]

J'" = -i ~ ([x'(x, + v, (n))+(x, + v, (n))e+y'(y, + v„(n))+(y,+ v„(n))j]l,

+ [x'(x, +x,) + (x, +x,)e+y'(y, + y.) +(y, +y, )}4a}

cosQ=-ie (v,e+v„I1)~+ ~ ~,

P" = -i [[«—*x'(x, —v, (n)) —«(x, v, (n)—)e + «y'(y, —v„(n)) «*(y, ——v„(n))}l]l,

+[«*x'(x, —x,) —«(x, -x,)e + «y'(y, —y, ) —«*(y, —y, )}1],}
cosQ= -ie («v e+«'*v }1) +' ' '

8 ]I I, (4.4}

J'o" =~ j[x,x, +y,y, —v, (n)v, (n) —v„(n)v„(n)+i(v,(n)x, -x„v,(n)- v„(n)y,+y, v„(n))]l

[x|xl ylyl x2x2 y2y2 1(x2xl xlx2 y2y1 y|yl)]R}

~2cos G=-se -- —&vv+v v & + ~ ~ ~

9 & e e p p~L

G e cos A
c 361lf (4 &)

Mi
tannic =

2
(4.7)

which give for the masses for the intermediate
bosons"

~a = cos~ x 18 Ge

M2 = cosa x 37 GeV,

and by the inequality in (2.13)

M, &coso. x 41 QeV.

(4.8)

(4.10)

One interesting consequence of (4.7) is that in
such a model the pure leptonic processes will
also depend on the Cabibbo angle. For example,
the cross sections for the elastic reactions
v,e- v, e and v,e- v,e with both W' and 5" con-
tributing are I+sin20c (=1.4) (see Ref. 25) times
the corresponding values of the conventional V -A.
theory. From the structure of P1' it is also clear

where ~ ~ ~ stand for terms involving heavy leptons.
By (4.3)-(4.5) and (3.7)-(3.9) we immediately

have (gc is the Cabibbo angle)

that there will be no v&e v&e reaction in the
lowest order. Also even though there are vv
terms in 8+1', the structure of J'1" in (3.9) is such
that v+5,.- v+hz will not go in the lowest order
lf /l; alld jl~ al'e ordinary SU(3)'-8111gle't hadrons.
(In other words, the neutrino elastic scattering
on proton will be a "pure" charmed hadron pro-
duction mechanism at high energies. )

%e shall in the following briefly comment on the
lepton mass problem. The bare mass term
m, (E~E"+H.c.) will give equal masses to x', x„
and e and there is a mixing term between v, and

g2 as well. To split the e and x' masses we must
have a set of (1,0) +(0, 1) Higgs scalars [see Eq.
(2.7)] which couples invariantly with the E quar-
tets: (ElXE~+H.c.) After the neutral member
develops vacuum expectation value there will be
a mass term of the form 5m[E~(n, +r,)E"+H.c.].
Scalars which transform as (~, 2) and couple to
x, (n)~ and Es will also be needed to cancel the
v,x2 mixing term. %e can however dispense with
the remaining possible (1, 1) scalars. With this
scheme we have in zeroth order basically two
independent mass parameters one for e and one
for the x's. More precisely, among the four mas-
sive leptons we have the relations
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m(x')+m(e) =m(x, ),
(I -v cos'n)'i'm(x, ) =m(x, ).

(4.11)

(4.12)

Exactly the same scheme may be worked out for
the M leptons. "

Given the phase assignment of (4.2) the situation
with respect to CI' violation is basically the same
as theO(4) x U(1) model of Ref. 9, where details
are given to show that even with the maximal CI'
violation phases the effects on physical processes
axe superweak. This comes about since nontrivial
CP violation phases ean crop up only in certain
types of interference terms among the lepton
couplings to different intermediate bosons. In
paxticular mixings of TV' and 8" through lepton
loops can introduce a CP-violating phase factor
in the off-diagonal part of theg oE' mass matrix.

The only aspect of this problem we shall briefly
touch upon concerns the degree of divergence,
and hence the need of renormalization counter-
terms, of such lepton bubble diagrams. In Ref. 9
an exhaustive discussion has been given on this
question and its connection to various possible
discrete symmetries of the theory. %e shall
further illustrate some of these points in our
model. A straightforward calculation [using the
full currents in Egs. (4.3) and (4.4}]shows that
such one-loop diagrams at small momentum trans-
fer give the following effective interaction:

8 = p(w" w'+w" w')+io(w" w' -w" w')
P 9 ]I 0 P P ['

(4.13)

p =(e/2")'[~(x, ) —(1 —v cos'o)'~'m(x, )][I(x')™(e)]lnA'+finite terms,

0= — 2--eos n tPl &2 -8$ x, —8z x, —1-—eos G el x2 nz z +PA 8 lnA +finite terms,

where A is some Euclidean cutoff and me have
only displayed contributions from E leptons. %e
note: (i) While the divergences in'» in a SU(2)
xSU(2) theory are generally quadratic, they are
logarithmic in a model based on SU(2) xSU(2) with
reflection symmetry g between the two SU(2)'s.
H„must be proportional to neutral lepton mass to
reflect the fact that H„=oin the g-invariant limit.
(ii) Unlike the O(4) xU(1) model, we must have a
(1,0)+(0, 1) Higgs scalar in order to have m(x')
'm(e). This means that p as well as o can di-
verge, counterterms being available in the form
of (2.11) and (2.12). (iii) The zeroth-order mass
relation (4.12) reduces (4.13}to (now also putting
in the M-lepton contribution}

p = finite terms,
(4.14)

g= —m' g, —n' y, lnA'+finite terms,

of H» to all orders in a natural way. [Namely,
unlike the O(4) xU(1) case, the situation is com-
plicated by availability of potential eounterterms
for p as well as for o.] In principle we can have
a Higgs system such that the vacuum expectation
values of the scalar fieMs will take such a form,
order by order, that I",,' of (2.11}and (2.12) will
always be zero (hence not available as counter-
terms). In other words these counterterms are
of a type that their presence or absence can be
affected by the scalar interactions of the theory.
Cleaxly this may of putting all the difficult ques-
tions into the unknown scalar sector is not a very
satisfactory approach; me shall not pursue this
any further and assume that in such a theory there
will be logarithmic divergences (but nothing worse)
in the CP-violation parameters and one renormal-
ization mill be needed.

which to this order is basically the same as the
situation in O(4) xU(1}. It also shows that a
finite result can emerge only if some symmetry
exists between the E and M multiplets. However
even with such a discrete symmetry it mill be
difficult in our model to enfox'ee this finiteness
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